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7Session 2. Key considerations: 
Draft Backgroundpaper 



























































































































































































































Session 3. Indicator coverage for monitoring Arctic Terrestrial Biodiversity
(Chair Jason Taylor)
























Selecting Key Ecosystem Components (indicators in CBD) and parameters that meet 
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Session 4. Linkage of networks – How do we embed the CBMP-Terrestrial 
Plan into broader initiatives and identification of priority parameters 
(Chair Mora Aronsson)
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Overabundant Harvest Hunting	bag	(+	effort) 	
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	 Community	structure Diversity	index 	
Table	4.	Vegetation:	The	group	followed	a	scaled	approach	(i.e.	at	landscape	level	vs.	site	level	monitoring.



























































































Joint Workshop with IASC and INTERACT.
On	the	second	day	between	session	3	and	4	a	joined	workshop	where	held	with	representatives	from	
CBMP,	IASC,	INTERACT	and	ISAC.	
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Day 2 – With IASC and INTERACT (se separate agenda)
Two	TEMG	members	join	second	day	synergy	group.
Day 3
Session 4. Linkage of networks – How do we embed the CBMP – Terrestrial Plan into broader 


























Appendix 2: Participation list – TEMG workshop
List	of	participants	to	the	Circumpolar	Biodiversity	Monitoring	Group	(CBMP)	-	Terrestrial	Expert	
Monitoring	Group	(TEMG)	workshop:
































































Appendix 3.  Agenda – joined workshop day
Understanding Biodiversity Changes and Causes: Synergies in Arctic Terrestrial 
































































Appendix 4: Participation list – joint workshop day
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